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Sorrow (Nothing more in between) 

A grey star! A grey star! 

And there’s nothing more between... 

What's divided, the limits that you earn. 

Leaving me with what it seems I already knew.  

Tasteless reunions and it's worthless to know the words... 

Give it some time and you'll be just as scared as the rest.  

And there's nothing more that you can bring to this table of sorrow, 

And there's nothing more that you need to know. 

Engage! 

The straight born shooter, it's all that I've learned from you. 

Reckless and wanting, a funeral fit for kings. 

Even in death no one is likely to get this, 

The saddest thing is that you thought that you had it right... 

And there’s nothing more between... 

You....... and me......fuck you  

And there's nothing more that you can bring to this table of sorrows, 

And there's nothing more that you need to know. 

Revenge! 

She looked in me, and watched it bleed 

No one can see, what she left behind 

Can you see....? See the light, you left behind. 

A grey star! The grey star! 

It's not you! Fuck you!  



Wait 'til you're alone with me, bleeding poisoned poetry. 

Truth Behind Disorder 

The odds of forever…get lost, spaced and murdered 

By the weakest - drowned survivor...  

...and everyone still hears my tone…and everything's still hopeless!!  

Lost again, the great intent - lies severed  

A test against time...  

Crossed again, the same intent - gets bleaker.... 

And should I stay here alone? 

Our enemies still surround us...  

And should I stay here alone?  

…with driven iron clasped resolve.  

And every holy one, gets his release, from our worlds' true disorder 

The dark grey procession... bathed in lies from heaven 

Moves unhindered - graced by no one.  

...and everyone still dies alone…and everything's still hopeless!!  

Lost again, the one regret - made clearer  

We're all out of time...  

Dressed again, in deaths' lament - and reason... 

‘Cause I am still here alone. 

Our enemies still surround us... 

‘Cause I am still here alone.  

…with driven iron clasped resolve.  

And every holy one, gets his release, from our worlds' true disorder  

Why...can't I speak......? What...makes you see......?  

Why...can't I breathe......? Why...won't you speak......? 

And I can't believe you fell for this, but I still believe there's no hope in you so... 



Let the other half suffer. Let me have my day of peace. 

Let the other worlds wither, as we fade from memory… 

Illusion 

There’s blood in their eyes! 

As they wake up too late! 

Heed the warning…of doom. 

The enemy of my enemy is fucking worthless! 

Can’t you see it? Can’t you see it? You can’t see it! 

Take a look, at your neighborhood… 

No one’s there for you, the dream has been abused. 

Heed the warning…of doom. 

The enemy of my enemy is fucking worthless! 

Come with us, wrapped in chains, throw the leaders overboard… 

Take your place, full of shame, the cycle starts again. 

We don’t need…another vision. 

We don’t need…this illusion. 

Take me out of here… 

I’ve had more than I fear… 

When you wake, to this tragedy… 

Don’t act so surprised, you knew there’d be no peace. 

Heed the warning…of doom. 

The enemy of my enemy is fucking worthless! 

The enemy of your enemy is staring at you! 

The entity of apathy is why we’re godless. 

 

 



 

 

Titan 

You…have no idea what’s coming… 

Prepare…prepare…for the inevitable, because… 

We've....found another one. 

We're…now…integrated, here we come. 

First to see, a dark belief…from blinded children but no one knows. 

Holding on to, the last resort…but strength is useless in a world of stone. 

Make a point, to test the weak…with power held inside deadly hands. 

A cause for pain, relentless strain…a call to arms is already futile… 

Upon new enemies...death!!...won't dare to come for me. 

Go on and challenge me. 

Bends like time, and smells like ether...nothing seems quite like reality. 

A space for souls, and "peace" of mind...the power here is unparallel. 

You'll never understand. 

Did they ever try to warn you, of the ashes of your downfall? 

We never tried to break you... 

This cleansing is for something new. 

I need to see that, no one's here that needs to be. 

Now the truth, the moment's here...the other half will be carried away. 

Trapped inside, what can't be seen…and we know this was worth it because... 

We've....found another one. 

We're...now...integrated, here we come. 

And we got the last laugh. 



Did they ever try to warn you, of the ashes of your downfall? 

We never tried to break you... This cleansing is for something new. 

The First Machine 

We’re still waiting, we’re still waiting, we’re still waiting on one another 

We’re still watching, always watching, and still waiting for an answer. 

Can you stop time, see through my eyes, of horizons stripped of color. 

Everything dies, everyone lies, and we`re stuck with your convincing reaction. 

And there’s no one, so move on… 

Take the last road and your righteous seed, 

A broken soul becomes the first machine. 

Surrender life, burn out our light, and bring instincts back to purpose. 

Everything’s mine, the greatest lie, and we’ve suffered from a severed connection. 

And there’s no one, so move on… 

Take the last road and your righteous seed, 

A broken soul becomes the first machine. 

When they come into your home… 

Cold and shapeless like a drone… 

They take it all! They take it all!  

Even that which resides inside you……  

Just give up!  

Just give up… 

You know you want to, it’s wrapped all around you. 

And there’s no one, so move on… 

Take the last road and your righteous seed, 

A broken soul becomes the first machine. 



When they step into your soul… 

You become a perfect clone… 

The Last Extinction 

Beyond space they want for blood, they seek the answers from the ancients. 

Knowing the only truth, that no one knows the truth, and yet somehow we’re still here… 

Behind those that pay for blood, the darker reasons still creep in shadows. 

Knowing the only way, there is no other way, and we see the false beyond… 

I want to see where I belong! 

I want to dance with evil gods! 

I need to feel your hateful lust! 

Inside this realm of chaos! 

I want to see where I belong! 

I want to dance with evil gods! 

I need to watch your hatred burn… 

Through this last extinction. 

In this space where nothing’s left, old alliances are dead. 

An empire now turned to dust, and a species laid to rest. 

From this equality, wasted around me, 

They all tremble, they all bleed, 

We’re all soulless, we’re all faithless,  

As this darkness came to be. 

Let your soul dissipate… 

Fill yourself with hate… 

Rise above… 

Rise above…emptiness and ashes… 



I am home, floating with the stars. I am home, floating with the stars. 

I am home, dying with the stars. I am home, dying with the stars. 

Across The Disease 

Made to fall…we’re so damn breakable. 

Lost across the earth, and useless from our birth. 

We raped the seas… for eternal energy. 

As they say ‘we need it’. 

But can they be wrong? 

Would we ever know? 

But can they erase your god? 

So we stand alone! 

We burned the trees… 

But could I believe… 

That you’ll take me home? 

But could we believe… 

That there`s nothing wrong? 

So I say ‘let`s burn it’ 

Can…you…believe… 

That there`s nothing left… 

The sky cries it`s tears. 

But could they erase the song… 

That cradles your fears? 

Our sickness…without a remedy…is all we’ll ever be. 

Let me out… Then wipe us out… 

I am the end… I am the disease…of all mankind. 



I am the end… I am the reason for your false ambition. 

Something wicked comes our way…something beautiful made me stay. 

Stillborn Era 

Ruthless collisions by cells of the earth…admit the savagery. 

Those who are sacrificed waiting in turn…the sickest comedies…...plays out, 

Everybody`s searching for reasons…. 

…Lost and, torn apart by blistering seasons. 

I have, wandered further than these idealists… 

Caught inside of all my darkest of visions. 

And now you say you`ll leave, when you see the reaper. 

And now you say you need, some help from your maker. 

No one can witness this… Stillborn Era. 

The only way to make it through… would be to just give in. 

Mechanical breeding to sustain our home…that’s dying below us. 

And since everyone’s hypnotized and alone…there`s nothing else left here……for me! 

And I took my freedom from you. 

Cast out, from the aberrations of truth. 

I want, nothing more that you`ve come to offer. 

Next time, don’t sell me that you`re a believer. 

And now you say you`ll leave, when you see the reaper. 

And now you say you need, some help from your maker. 

I thought, I saw, a flash but not the end, a simple ray, of light, caressed by flames… 

What a waste of souls… More than we can know… 

No one can witness this… Stillborn Era. 

The only way to make it through… would be to just give in. 



 ‘Cause we are stranded here… Alone and walking on this road to nowhere.  

Welcome to our stillborn era. 

Learning To Kill 

And I never had more than six things to say to you 

But what could have be even better for you 

Let me slowly take your world apart 

Let me show you a world apart 

Am I wrong? It ain't wrong! 

Tell them what you really wanna do 

Make them bend the knee if that's what you wanna do 

Dead wrong!  

This time, this time, this time, this time I want it 

This time, this time, this time, this time you'll have it 

This time, this time, this time, this time I want it  

This time, this time, this time, this time...  

Am I wrong? It ain't wrong! 

Show me all the shards of your broken heart 

And I still remember how to pull it all apart 

Dead wrong!  

I confess, I am weak, but not forgotten  

I walk, I walk, I walk all alone 

I walk, I walk, I walk to the end 

Now you've got it, taste the last hit, take mine  

I'm still living in this, I'm still sickened by this 

And the world breaks in three! 



And the night falls on me! 

I learned, I learned, I learned, I learned... 


